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BOOK REVIEWS
The

Arme~

Vision, by Stanley Edgar Hyman. New York: Alfred A. Knopf,
8
194 . $5. 00•

Stanley Edgar Hyman believes that contemporary literary criticism is
about the best in our language - not because we have greater gifts than our
predecessors, but because we have fruitful new techniques derived from all
our new knowledge about human behavior. In The Armed Vision, he has
accordingly made a study of modern critical methods, as exemplified in the
work of twelve representative critics. He offers an extensive account of their
theory and practice, of their relation to the history of criticism and to modem scientific thought, and of their influence on other critics. Since he has
managed to read almost all the important critical work done since 1920, and
to digest most of it, his book is a remarkably thorough, comprehensive, illuminating survey. It is also frankly and thoroughly opinionated, running
the whole gamut from vitriolic scorn to hushed reverence" and therefore
invites some, further criticism of his criticism of criticism. For tl].is purpose
his twelve main chapters conveniently fall into three distinct, though un.
labeled, sections. . '
. In the first four chapters Mr. Hyman has a gay time demolishing Edmund Wilson, Yvor Winters, T. S. Eliot, and Van Wyck Brooks - exemplifying, respectively, the methods of translation, evaluation, tradition, and
biography. Mter a perfunctory note on their virtues, he rips into them
in the manner of Claire Booth Luce at a Republican convention. Although
I enjoyed his performance and agreed with most of his criticisms, the total
impression he leaves is obviously unfair to all these men except Br;ooks. His
animosity toward Edmund Wilson in particular is rather embarrassing, suggesting what he elsewhere calls "the arbitrary venom the corrector of opinion'
seems almost always to feel toward the holder of any established reputation."
But the main objection is that he dwells chiefly on their misuse of their
method; he has little to say about the method itself, which is supposedly his
chief concern. One reason for 'this neglect, I imagine, is that these are traditional methods, wbich do not fit so readily into his thesis that literary criticism is developing toward a science. Mr. Hyman's heart is in the "modern."
In the next four chapters he does admirably the exact job he announces
in his preface. He presents a critical but sympathetic study of Constance
Rourke and folk criticism, Maud Bodkin and psychological criticism, Christopher CaudweII and Marxist criticism, and Caroline Spurgeon and scholar-
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ship in criticism. Among his valuabl~ contributions here is that he rescues
from neglect the important work of :Maud Bodkin and ChristopherCaudwell. Above all, however, he gives an excellent account of these. critical
methods, with much useful information about other practitioners of them,
and with acute comments on both their possibilities and their limitations. ~
On approaching his final group-R.. P. Blackmur, William Empson,
,'I. A. Richards, and Kenneth Burke - Mr. Hyman falls on his knees. These
are the masters. He apologizes"for his arbitrary, inadequate labels for their
original methods; but in general he reveres Richards as the very founder of
modern criticism, Blackmur -and Empson as the most acute readers of the
immediate p~etic text, and Burke as the mos~ brilliant exploiter of the rich
possibilities afforded .by our specialized knowledge and skills. Although he
conscientiously finds some fault with them, he spares them the humor he
indulged so freely at the outset. In the same solemn spirit I should add that
I again largely agree with Mr. Hyman in his ·estimate of these men, but for
this reason believe it important to keep more aw¥e of their limitations, so
as to make still better use of their work. Burke, for example, se~ms to me .
the most fertile and stimulating of our critics, up to the problem of evaluating literature. His methods have beel! leading him away from the final
act of judgment.. This is always a dangerous act: it cannot be so objective
or precise as the preliminary analysis of techniques, forms, structures; yet it
is the crowning fulfillment of criticism, in literary as iD: moral, political, and
all other matters. Mr. Hyman tenc1s to slight it because of his interest in the
"scientific" tendencies in criticism:
. Nevertheless I agree with his main thesis, that modern criticism is distinguished by its wealth of new materials and methods, and that our thief
need is to to-ordinate and integrate them - welcoming all positive contributions, avoiding all unnecessary negations. As Kenneth Burke writes, "The
main ideal of criticism ... is to use all that there is to use." The great merit
of Mr. Hyman's book is that he makes clear how much there is to use and
makes so much of it available.
- HERBERT J. MULLER

..

J

The King tPnd the Corpse, by Heinrich Zimmer; edited by Joseph Campbell.
The Bollingen Series XI. N,~w York: Pantheon Books, Inc., 1948. $3.75.
In the'preface, "The Dilettante 'Among Symbols," the late Dr. Zimmer
identifies himself as a professional psychologist who had to strip himself o~
anything resembling "a scientific approach" before he could allow his imagination to move among the popular Oriental and Occidental myths which
he loved. His protest against the . confinements of specialist methodology
when dealing with human subject m,atter is both an apology for the voluminously unyielding pefformances of his colleagues and a jtistification for his
own richly informed "dilettantism." The King and the Corpse is therefore
not' the sort of book which would enhance the reputation of a scientific
worker. °In fact, if the writer previously had any reputation in his own field,
the book might easily bring it tumbling. But if Dr. Zimmer had no method,
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he did have something worthier - a belief in the capacity of intellect and
imagination to be informed, stimulated and enriched by the apparently innocent but morally reverberating symbols of ~cient tales, without the need
to conclude that such symbols could be caged by a convenient formula. He
had what few investigators ever have - a freedom from inherited preconceptions and a susceptibility to the universal implicatioils of his discoveries.
Unfortunately it is only possible to describe the book, to say what it's
about, and not how it proceeds 'Or where it "goes or even why it ends where
it does. Ooseph Campbell, who conected the material, indicates that the
manuscript had "outlines of projected augmentations" none of which "were
in a final state." One might visualize an indefinitely expanding volume
which only the death of Dr. Zimmer unhappily and accidentally brought
to an end.)
The author chooses at random a dozen folk tales: "Abu Kasem's Slip, pers," "A Pagan Hero and a Christian Saint," "Four Romances from the
Cycle of King Arthur," "The King and the Corpse," "Four Episodes from
the Romance of the Goddess," and "On the Sipra Shore." He summarizes
these stories informally, much as though he were chatting with the reader.
At the end of each story - just as one is about to say, "But that sort of thing
is only a fairy tale, like all the nonsensical ones I used to gobble up as a
child" - the author returns with a handful of questions to every inconsequence, every melevant detail, every empty repetition. And suddenly the
tinsel of fantasy falls away as the reader avidly follows the delineation of a
slOlyly widening moral problem which opens his gaze into the bottomless
consequences of any human action. By the time one has followed through
two or three of the tales, one becomes sensitized to the mystery of casual involvement so that one's own imagination lights up to anticipate the unravelling of symbol after symbol. Once the reader has been won over in this
manner, he not only grasps the still-living interrelations between widely
separated myths, but by "shock of recognition" is convinced that the greatness of any literature is proportionate to the intensity with which it treats
the recurrent and constantly potential theme of the old myths, whic1J. is "the
soul's conquest of evil."
Part of Dr. Zimmer's many-sided accomplishment derives from the fact
that he successfully made the poetic leap in a field growing progressively
more dense ~ith single-track minds.
E D WIN H 0 N I G

Prose Poems from the Illuminations, by Rimbaud, translated by Louise
Varese. New York: New Directions (The New Classics), 1946. $1.50.
Rimbaud, by Wallace Fowlie. New York: New Directions, 1946. $2.00.
Rimbaud, in translation, has come into his own in America today. I
believe that he considerably outsells most modern American poets.. James
Laughlin's New Direetions publishing firm has had much to do with promoting this position for Rimbaud. The firm now publishes the Louise
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Varese translations of both The Season in Hell and Prose Poems from the
Illuminations in its low-price New Classics series, and it has issued Wallace
, Fowlie's study of Rim,baud and his .work.
Miss Varese has been an important workman in providing the English
ver$ions of this work. I believe that publishing the English translation
face-to-face with the French has encouraged her to m~e her English versi6n
more literal than it need be. The reader might wish for at least occasional
attempts to recreate an English poem roughly equiv~ent to the French original. The problem is difficult for translation at any time; one can say merely
that these versions are important and valuable to us but that, wherea& they
escape some of the florid pitfalls of an Ezra Pound as translator, they also
miss the brilliant successes.
It is difficult to imagine a better introduction to the life and work of
Rimbaud than that provided by Wallace Fowlie.' His four sections are
'''Biographical Interpretation," "Critical Interpretation," "Philosop~cal
Interpretation," "Conclusion:' "Mr. Fowlie, has a penchant for straining
after the myth and t~e elusive in a life and a work; yet equally he ,has the
' A LAN S W ALL 0 W
facility for sugg~stion and illumination.

~

,J

Supplement II: The American Language~ by H. L. Mencken. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, 1948. $7.50.
Four in America~ by Gertrude Stein; introduction by Thornton Wilder.
New Haven: Yale University Press, 1947· $3.75.
Portraits of Places, by Henry James. New York: Lear Publishers, 1948. $3.50.
Mencken, Stein, James - any compulsion, to review them <together will
hardly derive from their novelty as -subject matter. Their fascination, considered unexpectedly together, lies for me in their' preoccupation with
definition, with some single meaning for being an' American. _
The comparison is absurd, granted: Prejudices, and Alice B. Toklas~ and
Portrait of a Lady. But still.... Of, the three, two were expatriates and the
.third made special point of attacking whatever in America he could lay his
pen on. Again, James and Stein are notorious for their unconcern with the
reader's understanding; and by his casual inconsistencies even Mencken has
seriously misled so excellent a critic as Maxwell.GeiSmar. Around and around
their subject they stalk, testing, criticizing, rejecting, trying thereby to find
some positive residuum in this "America," preferably one to explain their
own compulsions.
\ Mencken, of course, h~ found in language itself that which he will defeIild. Not that his Am~rican Language and its supplements need to symbolize anything. Supplement Two~ added this year, is a delight regardless
-though alas, I was less amused than in 1936. If the attacks on pedants
seem a little more tired and crabbed (e. g., the charge that a forty-year-old
philologiSt did not fight in the Civil War), the raw material remains fascinating. Here, then, is further and wonderful lore on the. pronunciation
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of American (268 pages), American spelling (61 pages), the common speech
(64 pages), proper names in America (247 pages), and American slang (144
pages). Reviewer can only wish reader ha,Ppy hunting.
So far as I can make out, Mencken has no set criteria whereby we may
dloose our oWn compromise between harsh vulgarity and false elegance.
Without specific claim that "What is, is right," he can nevertheless attack
every critic of "what is," and properly marshal his examples of superior
strength in the American popular speech. If in other fields "the people" do
not act recognizably or to his taste, Mencken can stiII claim that "the people"
create their own speech, and well.
Miss Stein's Four in America is far more direct in its choice of something
American to praise. We have been told already in Brewsie and Willie that
Miss Stein liked the strength she found in Ameri€3.Il speech and even the
inarticulate ideas. Now she has chosen one special American skiII or perhaps
a value: improvisation. She imagines U. S. Grant as ~ religious, Wilbur
Wright as a painter, Henry James a soldier, and George Washington a
novelist. It is, I think, l\fiss Stein's thesis that these four have like herself
felt more the necessity of finding a way to be an American than of being
compelled to a particular art or trade. Obviously, she has chosen heroes
who stumbled, took the long way round, yc:t finaIIy and forcefuIIy expressed
what they had learned. For these four she has imagined alternate careers
and left them the necessity of rephrasing that expression. That Washington
could have written novels is not her meaning; rather that, if by chance he
had so begun, he would somehow have improvised expression fpr that in
himself which he knew was necessary to be shown, then, in America.
The inclusion.of Henry James as one of the Four in America is a, very
convenient tag, naturaIIy foreseen when I began this review. I shaII not
properly review his Portrait of Places, anyway. He wrote most of it as separate sketches in the 1870's and had enough "to fill out the volume" 'in 1883.
The present publishers have omitted the American sketches because these
have been recently reprinted. The result is further piecemeal rendition
of James, of which we have had enough.
I am not especially fond of these sketches; at most they are another
notebook for the novels. They contain, naturally, first-rate observations on
places and peoples. But it is the impression of Europe on himself as the
American traveler which James stresses, self-consciously. As essays they seem
limited, if only by that gentlemanly convention whereby the essayist must
control his material rather than other way around,' and first-person-singular
must maintain its consistent identity. But when the European impression is
allowed to overwhelm his fictional Americans, Winterbourneand Isabel
Archer, we have Daisy Miller and a keyed passage for Americans into the
whole world-scheme of James' other novel~. It is as if, seventy years ago,
James had already decided that being an American must involve a testing
against whatever, anywhere, might be. Here, in his Places, is his taking-off.
ROBERT BUNKER
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Spearhead: IO Years' Experimental. Writing in America. New York: New
.
. Directions, 1947. $5.00.
Five Prose Pieces by Rainer Maria Rilke, translated by Carl Niemeyer, with
woodcuts by Wightman Williams. Cummington, Mass.:, The Cummington Press, 1947. $8.15.
Mr. James Laughlin, to·celebrate the first te~ years of New Directions,
called upon his friends to help him choose forty writers of the last decade
who have displayed experimental tendencies in their work. An exhibition of
pieces by these fotty writers comprises Spearhead; a' forty-first writer is Mr.
Laughlin himself.
A critic could easily quib1?le with Mr. Laughlin regarding certain
choices: why some of the writers are included as experimental-Robert Penn
Warren, Josephine Miles, Karl Shapiro, for examples; why most wiiters
should be given space for one selection whereas Paul Goodman, William
Carlos Williams, Harker Tyler, Delmore SChwartz have two or more. ' Yet ·an
editor has the right to his own vision and policy, and the finished volume
of 604 pages represents the total choice. It must be said at once that Mr.
Laughlin has done a distinguished job of collecting pieces tosho~ variety .
and, accomplishment of recent eXPerimental writing.
The effect of the whole book is mildly terrifying. Turning page after
page, one is forced to observe,wrenchings, distortions, pleasant insanities
with the language and with perception. Fortunately, one need not presume
Spearhead to demonstrate the ov.~rpowering concern of most serious writers
of 'the last decade. Meantime, here is fittingly exhibited one of the modern
writer's concerns; inde~d, here' are selected many important and fine pieces
of writing in poetry and prose.
.
.
Rilke's Five Prose Pieces are pleasant, perceptive, impressionistic-ex. perimental, if you will. OQe wishes that Spearhead might have contained a
larger proportion of work as suggestive and satisfying as these.
~

ALAN

SWALLOW

Medieval English Verse and Prose: In Modernized Versions, by Roger Sherman Loomis 'and Rudolph Willard New York: Appleton-CenturyCrofts, 1948. $4.50'
"
.
"
The lack of any richly representative anthology of English literature
covering the period from the Norman Conquest to the Renaissance has
prompted two of the country's p10st distinguished medieval~ts. to prepare
this welcome volume. Divided into four sections on a chronological basis,
the book covers four centuries with the following emphasis: late twelfth and
early thirteenth century, 57 pages; thirteenth century, 29 pages; fourteenth
century, 248 pages; and fifteenth" century, 199 pages. Although most of the
modernizations have been done by. the editors, several of their contemporaries have assisted $em, Mrs. Loomis, for example, having done the selections from Havelok, Richard Rolle,·the Gesta Romanorum, and The Book
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of Margery Kempe. It is good, too, to find here su~ a classic of translation
as Wordsworth's "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale."
The problem of how best to modernize Middle English is not an easy
one to resolve. We have here most of the possible solu~ions.. The Brut, for
example, is rendered in a fairly literal poetic version which admirably suggests the spirit and character of the original. as weII as its form. Sir Orjeo
succeeds almost equaIIy weII, even though it is rendered in an eight-line
stanza with an a-b-a-b-b-c-b-c rhyme scheme, which of course contrasts sharply
with the short couplets of the original. In the case of Everyman the proble~
has been solved with little loss simply by modernizing the spelling. And in
several insta~ces the pitfalls of a poetic rendering have been side-stepped by
the use of prose versions (Havelok and The Tale of Beryn, for example, as
well as the selections from Manning, Barbour, Hoccleve, and Lydgate). It is
not until one is reaIIy confronted with the variety of treatment here offered
that one is actually reminded of the difficulties of translating or modernizing
or adapting. The prose version of The Temple of Glass, for instance, is
above criticism in so far as its rendering of the content of the original is concerned, but it fails completely of cour~e in suggesting anything about one of
Lydgate's most interesting and important phases, his versification.
It is traditional for any critic commenting on an anthology to find
fault with the editor's choice of selections, but, in the present instance
the discrimination of the editors has reduced to a minimum the occasion
for such caviling. The present-day cost of book production almost automatically places a real limitation on the size of a book of this character and
hence it must have been particularly difficult for the editors to omit certain
items. Chaucer is not represented at all on the theory that users of this
book will be able to read h~ in the original, whereas they could not do so
in the case of such a writer as Layamon; too, good modernizations of the
great fourteenth-century poet are readily available at no great expense. Only
two ballads are to be found in the collection, "St. Stephen and Herod" and
"Robin Hood and the Monk." Since what has been said about the readability and availability of Chaucer applies equally well to the ballads, one
wonders if these selections might not have been omitted in favor, say, of a
selection from one of the later romances.
Ten pages of bibliography and notes provide general clues for further
exploration of the many fields opened up to the student and the general
reader by this superbly edited and finely printed volume. The editors are
to be commended particularly for not having equipped their book wjth the
usual all-embracing introduction, which normally serves as a deterrent to
the general reader, a soporific to the student, and an insult to the learned.
THOMAS A. KIRBY
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Chaucer's World, compiled by Edith Rickert; edited by Clair C. Olson and
Martin M. Crow; illustr~tions selected by Margaret Rickert. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1948. $6.75.

Chaucer's age, 'George Lyman Kittredge long ago suggested, "was vastly
like our ownt There is inclination to agree with this comment when one
picks up Chaucer's. World' and in the coursevof his reading comes upon accounts of a hit-and-run driver, heavy 'traffic in the streets, fo~tball and cockfighting, a smooth-tongued villain, games of chance, midnight roisterers,
headache remedies, the pay of teachers, the servant problem, demands for
higher wages and refusals to work, greedy parsons, church attendance, fashions for men and women, pure-food regulations, the smoke nuisance, black, listed books, even the returning of the dead from overseas. For any of these
is likely to find space in the morning newspaper. There is doubt about the
comparison, however, when one reads that in 1378 a pair of Children's boots
.(albeit "of white woolen cloth")' cost twopence, that a white cap could be
purchased for threepence" that "the best roast lamb" was fixed by order of
the municipal authorities at a price of sevenpence, and that ten eggs sold
for a penny.
'
. Whatever cbnclu,sions one may reach on the sirilliarities and' diff~rences
between Chaucer's times and our own, there is no denying that in Chaucer's
World (as' in The Canterbury Tales) fourteenth-century England comes
alive. The book is jlI1 anthology of contemporary acq:mnts ~ prose and
verse chosen from' a great variety of sources - some of the items are, here
printed for the first time - and "fitted into a pattern which forms a mosaic
of fourteenth-century ,life, picturing Chaucer's London and illustrating
chronologically typical aspects'of the life span of people from various social
classes and occupations." The first of the ten chapters, then, treats London'
life - the homes of its citizens, its streets and streams, buying and selling,
law courts and prisoners, London pageantry, the keeping of the city, and
certain aspects of ,its religious life. The second ch,apter, which begins the
survey of the people themselves, deals with the home; and in it one reads
of marriage and setting up housekeeping, family life, the family's food,
and bringing up the children~ The next chapter is devoted to training and
education; here there are precepts oli conduct and passages about apprenticeship,' making provision for education, the boy at school, and universi!}'
life., Caree~s is the theme of the fourth chapter, which is especially rich in
background information about the Canterbury pilgrims and the characters
whom they create in their tales, for selections are included on such topics as
service in royal and noble households, knightly'adventure, law and government, medicine, commerce and banking, craftsmanship, agriculture, and
those without the law who live by their wits. The fifth chapter deals with
entertain~ent: tournaments and feats of arms, sports, games of skill and
chance, minstrelsy, processions and feasts, and convivial life. Chaucer's own
life, as well as the lives of his characters, is illuminated by the chapter on
travel, where one come,s upon passages treating experiences on the road,
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lodgings by the way, pilgrimages, journeys on the king's affairs, and private
travel beyond the seas. The military historian will be particularly interested (
in the chapter on war, for here there is material on preparations for war,
maintaining garrisons, battles and military expeditions, and the afterri:lath of
war. The eighth chapter points up the social extremes of the age, for it deals
with the rich and the poor. The ninth chapter is concerned with religion,
. which looms large in Chaucer's poetry as in all other~edieval art, and-here
there are passages devoted to th~ church and churchmen, personal religion,
and devotional guilds. The final chapter, on death and burial, contains
selecations descriptive of burial rites, tombs, mourning, and provisions for the
soul.
Though it is not designed exclusively as a commentary on Chaucer's
greatest poem, Chaucer's World can be used for that purpose. For example,
the record of the famous Scrope-Grosvenor case here set down throws light
on the sor~ of adventures that Chaucer's Knight experienced. The accountbook of Gilbert Maghfeld, a fourteenth-century English merchant, inevitably
calls to mind Chaucer's Merchant, who
... ful weI his wit bisette;
Ther wiste no wight that he was in dette,
So estatly was he of his govemaunce,
With his bargaynes, and with his chevisaunce.

The profess~al code of John Arderne, a well-known physician and contemporary of ~aucer, reveals a man who diHers from Chaucer's Doctor of
Physic in his attitude towards religion but who resembles him in his love
of gold. Chaucer emphasizes the Franklin's delight in good living ("It
snewed in his hous of mete and drinke"), and along with records of th~ food
consumed monthly in a country household'one may here find recipes and
menus that surely would have pleased him. And there are passages. from
contemporary records which a~d to our understanding of the Monk, the
Friar, the Pardoner, and many another of the pilgrims who came together
on that memorable occasion at the Tabard.
This book is, in a sense, both the final work of and a memorial to Edith
Rickert. Most of the selections included in it were collected during her years
of work on the manuscripts of The Canterbury Tales and the Life-Re~ords.
, They are now edited, from her notes and from other.sO\Irces, by two of her
students, who have widened the appeal of the book by, translating the selections from Latin and French and modernizing those in Middle English.
~ They have included also a bibliography of the sources used and an admirably
full index. There is, too, an abundance of illustrations chosen with unusual
care by Margaret Rickert, who was thoroughly conversant with her sister's
plans for the oook. The volume, in sum, is one that should prove indispensable to students of every aspect of fourteenth-century England. At the same
time it is a book which any man can keep alongside his bed, for no matter
to what part of it he turns, he will find reading that the college freshman
would describe as"both interesting and instructive.
H. B. Woo L F
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Cervantes, by Aubrey F. G. Bell. Norman: The .University of Oklahoma
Press, 1947. $3.00•

Aubrey F. q. Bell, who wrote this. volume for the Cervantes quadricentennial, believes that "it is probably the duty of every Spanish scholar to
write a book on Cervantes." However, his own remarkable book, Cervantes,
has obviously not been inspired by a sense of duty, but by an all-encompassing love for his subject. He has written for those who, like himself, have
read all the works of Cervantes with curious care, offering D;othing, but a
reprimand to those who have r~ad only an English translation of Part I of
the Quixote.
To the seribus student Mr. Bell provides a thought-provoking analysis
of the great writer and his times. According to him, "Cervantes is the most
personal of writers and his literary works and his biography are inextricably
interwoven." Thus, he draws his conclusions almost exclusively from sta"tements which Cervantes made in his works - always a dangerous thing'to do.
It does not necessarily follow that "when A and B make the same remark
in slightly different words, we may legitimately infer that it .is not A or B
but C (ervantes) who is speaking." However, whether or not the reader
approves either the method or the conclusions, Mr. Bell gives him something
to think about and a standard by which to judge his own interpretation. He
must also admire the author's profound knowledge of his subject, since the
examples which make up a great part of the book are taken from all the
works of Cervantes, not just from Don Quixote and N o'IJelas Ejemplares.
Mr. Bell knows intimately the IPost obscure drama and poem which'Cervantes produced.
One of the most valuable interpretative chapters is the comparatively
non-controversial one entitled "The Probing of Reality:' Cervantes, ac~ord..
ing to Mr. Bell, is constantly trying to answer the question that has puzzled
mankind for thiee thousand years: What is Truth? He attempts· to probe
appearances and strip away pretense, "anxihus to penetrate behind the
shadows to where the lamp of truth burned with a steady glow." Don Quixote
continually transforms reality to a higher plane and can see more in ordinary
appearances than is evident to the ordinary eye; and both the Knight of
the 'Woeful Figure and his creator. come to the conclusion that nothing is
certain and therefore that everything is possible, that man -should not set
too much value on the arguments of his reason or the testimony of his senseS.
Thus, "in the great adventure of this life and of the life after this life, he
will, as Don QuiXote advises in all actions, give· a little to reason an~ much
to faith and imagihation, ever ready humoroUsly and with a spice o(icharity
to see both sides and give the run to his"creative f a n c y . " :
Other chapters which Invite thoughtful attention are "The Birth of
Humor" and "The Popular Vein:' However, Chapter"X, "The Purpose of
Don Quixote" offers a constant invitation to loud cries of indignation and
disagreement, a fact which Mr. Bell doubtless knows and enjoys. According
to hun, Cervantes is preaching a doctrine, of laissez-faire, every man miriding
f
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his own little business and letting everything else alone. _"Christ bids each
man bear his cross, but He does not bid him bear the cross of his neighbor,"
a theory which seems to make the 9'olden Rule apocryphal. Mr. Bell admits
that this doctrine is hard, running "counter to the'whole trend of modern
hum'anitarianism, which exho~ts us to live vicarious lives and to renounce
the much neglected virtue of selfishness." But he maintains his position:
this is what Cervantes wishes to teach.
Mr. Bell will not be offended if his readers disagree' with him as long as
they are thinking about what he says. Probably"the most salutary effect of
this book will be the marshaling of other quotations to disprove the points
made by this one author. But any work of art must provide material for
disagreement and for different interpretations. As Mr~ Bell himself says of
Don Quixote, "our imagination is roused, we begin to criticize and add and
alter, becoming in our little way creators with its great creator." So if another
reader, provided he is an intelligent one, creates a work far different from
the one he has created, Mr. Bell will be the last to criticize him. He will
know that his book Cervantes has not been wasted. ~
ELIZABETH STOUT

The Philosophy of Francis Bacon, by Fulton H. Anderson. Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1948. $4.00. ~
It is indeed a rare and satisfying experience to find thorough scholarship combined with a keen sense of proportionate values. These qualities
are markedly present in Professor Anderson's compact summarization of the.
philosophy of Francis Bacon. In a volume of scarcely more than three hundred pages, he has combined a careful exposition of the most salient features
of Bacon's thought with introductory remarks on Bacon's political ambitions
and suit for science and concluding remarks on Bacon's influence. Thus,
this is not in any sense a critical work - simply one of presentation together
with initial and concluding evaluations.
However, the writings of Francis Bacon form such a stalwart oak in the
forest of British and Anglo-American philosophical traditions that we can
be eternally grateful to the compiler of the present work. Its utility is enhanced by the author's practice of appending references to pertinent passages
in Bacon's works' at the end of almost every paragraph. In addition, two
indices, one for proper names and titles and another for subject matter,
give valuable directions.
Controversial issues in connection with Bacon are kept to a minimum.
However, Professor Anderson's views' concerning one of t!Iese at least deserves mention. It is a genuine pleasure to find an author who is willing to
take the nobler view of Bacon's obvious political ambitions, and to demonstrate, as he sO successfully has done, that Bacon regarded the posts he sought
primarily for the ultimate purpose of educational reform rather than for
more selfish ends.
In this condehsed form, Bacon's own statements of his hope for a new
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learning and a new logic take on added meaning and acdramatic fervor which
is often obscured by the verbosity and the curious language of the original.
Enough, however, of this language is preserved in direct quotations that the
spirit of Bacon himself never seems far distant from Professor Anderson's
pen.
It is to be hoped that this work will be followed by others of like nature on some of Bacon's successo~, though the selection of Bacon as the
key to the Anglo tradition is unquestionably sound.
HUBERT ~ ALEXANDER

,Prehistoric Pottery and Civilization in Egypt, by'Max Raphael; translation
by Norbert Guterman. The BoIIingen Series VIII. New York: P~theon
Books, Inc., 1947. $7.50.
-,
,
Out of form, sign and symbol, the eminent scholar ,Max Raphael attempts to reconstruct and to interpret the culture of prehistoric man in
Egypt. This study will interest<'archaeologist and artist alike.
'
According to Raphael, the art of the paleolithic hunter was an art of
life; the art of the neolithic tiller ot the soil was an art consecrated to death.
The paleolithic nomads neither feared nor sought the power of the dead in
any particular way. But ~hen the w~nderers became sedentary they d~
veloped, of necessity, attachment to soil and property and thus. the concept
of inheritance and continuity through generations. To secure the inherited
property, the d~ad' had to be cared for, propitiated, and their power both
preserved' and curtailed. The boon of harvests had to be stored and the
dead, the true owners,of the soil, had to be fed from the crops of their lands;
thus the need for vessels was born. From the outset, Egyptian pottery served
this double purpose: the practical end of storing and preparing fo~d" and
the ideological end of providing the dead with everything they were thought
to require'in the afterlife.' Clay became the very foundation of neolithic
existence; clay yielded the crops, and clay yielded the material for the vessels
in which to store the 9"0ps and in which to offer the dead the ritual food.
Based on the fieldwork of the most outstanding Egyptologists, Rappael
reviews th~ archaeological remains of the three basic ~gyptian neolithic 'eras
and attempts, more or less convincingly, to interpret their cultural signi7
ficance. Any student, of archaeology will be ,grateful for the succinct summaries of the three cultures with their subdivisions: the Fayum era and the
Merimda culture (interesting' for the custom of burying tile dead in the
.house and kec:ping them ,with the living) and the Tasa Period;' then the
Badari and Amra'tian periods of th~· Second Culture; and finally the Third
or Gerzeari Culture..
Methodologically, Raphael is guided by 'the premise that form, sign,'
and symbol rest less on purely aesthetic needs and more on social, ideological,
and historical foundations. Furthermore the author believes that out of
. the shape of a vessel, out of the particular position of a triangle or the curve
o~ a spiral used in ornamentation, ~e spiritual forces of the culture; of which

.
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, the vessel and its ornamentatiQn care part, may be reconstructed with reasonable certainty. Much as the serious-minded student will agree with the first
premise, the second will fill him with distrust; and frequently he will find
himself unable to follow Raphael's interpretations and reconstruct.,ions with
confidence. It seems questionable, for instance, whether "the expression of
a pessimistic sense of life, a form variant in an ideology accqrding to which
life on earth is meaningless and transitory and the afterlife a -frightening
uncertainty" may be seen in the use of a particular spiral on a parti~lar pot
of the Gerzean period.' Doubtless in his interpretations of signs and symbols
,of the prehistoriC period, Raphael is inspired by his thorough acquaintance
with the literary documents of the later dynastic epoch.
The book is well designed and equipped with a wealth of illustrations.
< M A R G O T ASTROV

The Plague, by Albert Camus; translated from the French by Stuart Gilbert.
New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1948. $3.00.
.Collect ten thousand people in any city, add a few familiar faces to the
group, and fo~ce them all to die in a heap in the city square. In this fashion,
says Dr. Rieux, protagonist of Camus's latest novel, the plight of the city
of Oran during a nine-months' siege of bubonic plague can be imagined.
The clanging of ambulance bells through deserted streets, the foulsmelling smoke rising from the city crematorium, the groans of patients lying
in hospital wards were the outward sigQs of the epidemic. Albert Camus,
however, is more interested in the larger meaning of "plague"; for a city
whose population is mortgaged to death tends to look more closely at life.
Father Paneloux preached the plague in terms of Christian .fatalism:
the ways of God are inscrutable and men are obligated either to accept everything, even the death of an innocent child, or to deny everything. Dr. Rieux,
llowever, does not agree with Paneloux. As a doctor who has never been
able to resign himself to human suffering, all his energies are spent in maintaining some vestiges of order and humanity in an apparently meaningless,
absurd universe. T~inks Dr. Rieux, "Since the order of the universe is
shaped by death, mightn't it be better for God if we refuse to believe in Him
and struggle with all our might against death, without raising our eyes
toward the heaven where He sits in silence?"
Rieux's friend, Tarrou, has an even broader explanation of plague. The
entire world is plague stricken, Tarrou believes, and each man is an jpstrument of his fellow's death. Unlike Rambert, Parisian journalist who values
only the pursuit of happiness, Tarrou's goal is the conquest of inner peace.
What then is the interpretation "Camus would give to "plague," this
frightening symbol of modem evil and modern war? Rieux's conclusion is
probably the aut1}or's - "To state quite simply what we learn in .time of
pestilence: that there are more things in men to admire than 'to despise."
Against the would-be-saint Tarrou's world-shaking reforms, Camus opposes
Rieux's simple determination to be only a man, and to do as much as one
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man can do tOagive others a chance for happiness. Rieux would have men
choose the human rather than the heroic.
Camus has taken a step forward since the publication of" his first novel,
The Stranger. In this novel humanity itself was as absurd as the scheme
of things into which it had been thrust; The protagonist lived and died a·
meaningless existence, wandering through a world of disgust and hate. InThe Plague man is still "aloye under the vast indifference"o£ the sky," bu!. at least there are indications that Camus has 'discovered some redeeining
elements in humanity.
.
.
Camus fashions his prose in a careful, almost cold-blooded, conversa-·
tional pattern. All ~motional, dra:tnatic expression is forced out of the narrath'e, as if the author wrote with a weariness that allowed only the intellect
BET S Y S CON E
to function clearly.
The Warldis a Wedding, by Delmore Schwartz. Norfolk, Connecticu't: New
Directions, ;1948. $2.75.
It is significant that the first work in this volume: the short novel The
Warld is a Wedding., ends after painful defeats, frustrations, and perversions
on a note of optimism:
It [life]~is a wedding, the most hnportant kind of party, full of joy, fear, hope, and
ignorance. And at this party there are enough places and parts for everyone, and
if no one can play every part, yet everyone can come. to the wedding feast, and
anyone who does nut know that he is at a wedding ~east just does not see what
is in front of him. He might as well be dead if he do~s not know that the world is
a wedding.
.
.

It is also significant that the second is a depressed and mildly depressing
piece about a literary party; that the third, "A 'Bitter Farce," is just that,
delineating the humiliating evasions of the impotently sensitive intellectual;
that the fourth, although portraying the delighted wonder of the naturalized
Am~ric3Jl "when the toilet-bowl flushed like Niagara," still shows the prOtagonist after seventy years of ebullient living ~'a disappointed and disillusioned man"; that the fifth ends with a suicide after a twentieth century
versiqn of the Biblical writing on the wall; that the sixth concludes; with . "No, I have no light"; and that the last, a wildly tortured dream involving
the courtship of his parents, reveals the twenty-one year old sleeper sb,outing':
"Don't do it. It's not too late to change your minds, both of you. Nothing good
will come of it, only remorse, hatred, scandal, and two children whose characters
~e monstrous.'"
~~

Man is not born trailing clouds of glory; rather he is burdened with
the terrifying weight of "events which occurred 5000 years ago.'" "The child"
is the meaning of this life" - and he is corrupt. Not only corrupted, he is
stereotyped ap.d stultified by his background of oppression, insecurity, and·
devotion to the false gods of organized religion, a· background intensified
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and shaped into new patterns by the depression and the auel incongruities
of a materialistic world
These stories, written in apt and often beautiful imagery as well as in
the idiom - albeit self-consciously - of the middle class he portrays, describe relentlessly but with compassion the escapist "intellectuals" who are
without imagination and who are caught up in their meaningless abstractions and speculations; the "artists" who "renounce" creation; the dilettantes
who in their sterile vacuums give proud but lifeless birth to inconsequential
"masterpieces." The grown man strangles at the hands of unconscious participation in centuries of culture, of the over-solicitous family which ejects
him into a materialist culture wheFe the only values are those of success
and failure: "How much money does he make?"
Few understand what or why they are, and the little understanding that
exists is on the elemental level of the necessity for money and mate. "If the
ideas of love supplanted the ideas'of success and failure, how joyous every
one might bel and how different the qualitY of life!" exclaims the author's
spokesman in the first story. Yet since love has become unalterably tied to
these concepts, there is no love that does not end in disaster. The mother
through love ruins her son for adult participation in the world; the daughter
who loves her mother sinks into material and spiritual poverty; ~e student
'doctor who loves his work dies before it is really begun. Mostly there is no
love: "The world is a funeral."
The understanding and rich perception with which these stories are
written lift them out of the mire of defeatism and place them in the milieu
of honest studies of American life.
H E LEN H A I G H T
A. Fo'reign Policy for the United States, edited by Quincy Wright. Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1947. $4.50.
It is to the credit of those who arranged the twenty-second series of lec-·
tures under the Norman Wait HarriS,)Memorial Foundation that they chose
lecturers of considerable perspective. Although they were delivered two
years ago, the lectures have retained much of their freshness in analysis and
even in their interpretations of American policy. The verbatim discussions
which followed the lectures have been included and add vitality to them.
In an appraisal of Soviet-American relations, John Hazard of the Russian Institute, Columbia University, concludes "that Soviet foreign policy
is based upon suspicion tempered with cautious missionary zeal." One may
query whether today Mr. Hazard would still qualify the zeal of the Soviets.
In our negotiations with the Soviet he points up the necessity for persuasion.
But if that fails Professor Hazard offers no positive alternative. He only
warns against a negative alternative - driving proposals through the United
Nations by majority votes. Such a procedure produces the illusion of settlement. It is to be regretted that, from his intimate and broad knowledge of
the Russians, the lecturer does not explore the positive alternatives left us
if persuasion fails.
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Bernard Brodie of Yale ,University, speaking on "The Security Problem
in the Light of Atomic Energy/' offers another one of his ~osely reasoned
analyses on this subject. He argues that the existence of the bomb has made
'defense "synonymous with measures to guarantee the ability to retaliate if
attacked and "also of measures to diminish the ease with which the enemy'can
overwhelm the country by his attack." The effects of such a policy are' to
diminish the role of the navy in warfare, to reduce further the importance
of geography as a barrier to attack, and to make a threat of war a much
greater instrument in the hands of irresponsible governments.
.
The volume is divided into five parts: The Great Powe~, General Security, Regional Policies, International Economic Policies, and International
Informational Policies. Perhaps the least convincing part is the fifth because
of the intangible and the personal considerations that must enter into any
. informational program. It appears to this reviewer that it is time to approach
that problem from the point of view of the peoples we are trying to rea
rather than. to proceed solely from the concept of what we should tra
·t
to t h e m . ·
ALB E'R T C. F. WE
PH A L
'American Historians a1l:d European Immigrants, by Edw
York: Columbia University Press, 1948. $3.00.
__

_

t

Dr. Saveth, a: formervisiting'professor a~
w.Mexico Highlands Uni-"
versity, wrote this volume under the directio of Professor Allan Nevins of
ColumbIa as an essay in Americaq histomography. His method is to consider
historians separately, arranging them in groups according to their approach
to the subject. Thu~ Fiske, Burgess, and Lodge form the group most closely
identified with the theory of Teutonic superiority. The scheme has its advantages, but it tends to obscure the chronology of changing historical
thought. The author points out at the beginning that immigration did not
c~mmand much attention from the historians in the period of his volume,
1875- 1 925 . .
.
Yet the importance of immigration foJ' American history is obviously
great: the vast stream of Europeans who have entered since colonial days
can hardly have come without producing some effect. Or could they? Saveth's historians seldom discussed the question of whether immigration merely
added to our popUlation or changed. its character, although the question
was posed early in the century. They devoted little attention to the relationship of immigrati~n to political corruption, despite the fact that the two
appeared in the-great tities at about the same time. Nor did they devote
much time to re~earch upon the adjustment of the immigrant to his new
environment. Was it easier for the ~nglish or Irish to make the change than
for the Germans, Slavs, or Italians With their language handicap? Or was
the cultural superiority of the German of 1848 a factor in adjusting him to
the American. scene? Now these are primarily sociological problems, and
. American historians ~ave not been much interested in sociology. What Dr.
,;Saveth found was something qui~e different.

:i
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He points ou.,t that the D.ormal attitude of historians of the period was
that which might be expected from scholars of the historians' social class and
training. They were either distrustful or fearful of this mass of Europeans
who for the most part were little educated and less experienced in democral:ic ways. Turner was an exception, since he had grown up among immigrants in Wisconsin and felt certai~ of the power of the frontier to bring
the new citizens into the group; but even he was not sure that the city could
do the same. Eventually two of the historians, Roosevelt and Wilson, were
persuaded by their political experience into expressions of confidence in
the immigrant; however they were later writers who had been able to view
the process of European assimilation longer.
The earlier members were influenced largely by two European schools
of thought: the theory of Teutonic origins of English institutions and Darwinism. Both of these, in general, tended to create confidence in the the::oretical superiority of the earlier English and German migrants into the
United States over the later southern and eastern immigrants. In all of this
there was very little re~earch and not much originality.
,
Dr. Saveth's historian here is not Turner but his Harvard colleagUe,
Channing. Turner's favorable attitude toward the immigrants derived largely from his experience, and while laudable, did not necessitate a struggle on
his part. Channing, however, came to his position in spite of a background
which predisposed to conservatism and conventionality, and therefore he
deserves more credit for his intellectual achievement. In his revolt Channing
had at least the sympathy of that strange character, Henry Adams.
To the reviewer the chapter on Adams was the most interesting, although it was almost in the nature of a digression, particularly the l~ger
part which ·showed him a member of that curious company who have been
disturbed by Jewish bankers in Europe. The least mteresting, although a
very useful part, was the last, in which the author traced the rise of a critical
approach to immigration and a real understanding of the problems involved.
In general the volume is readable and a welcome contribution to our knowledge of American historians and historiography.
'

J0

SI A H

C. R u SSE L L

The Memoirs of Cordell Hull. (Two volumes.) New York: The Macmillan
Company, 1948. $10.50.
For twelve consecutive years Cordell Hull held the highest cabinet post..
in our Government. In itself this record would qualify him to write of his
tenure even if it were no more exciting than that of some of his late nineteenth-century predecessors. But Mr. Hull's stewardship encompassed years
that brought no long intervals of quiet. He entered upon his duties when the
world was at the nadir of its economy; ill health forced his resignation when
the military might of the Allied forces was approaching its zenith. Except
for 150 pages of background the 1750 pages of these two volumes constitute
Mr. Hull's account of our foreign policy from 1933 to 1944.
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Obviously Mr. Huil has a story to tell. If it could be told in his native
Tennessee dialect, it would be a classic. But the former Secretary has never
been noted for a fast-moving and sparkling prose style. In contrast to the
furbished and rolling phrases of Churchill or the light touch of James Byrnes,
his story makes slow reading. Yet the style mirrors the ma!1-unpretentious
and direct with strong undertone of rigid convictions. History may mark
him, as one writer has observed, among ~e last in the Lincoln tradition. .
Asa young Congressman he did not dissipate. his energies over the
legislative lot. Aptitude and .interest led him into a study of. the tariff
question. By 1916 he was convinced that "unhampered trade dovetailed
with peace; high tariffs, trade barriers, and unfair econonllc competition
with war." T~ese beliefs he carried to the State Department and, by persuasion and political aCl,lmen, saw them written into the Reciprocal Trade
Agr~ements Act. .
'
In the light of these memoirs the late Charles Beard's thesis that the
Pr~sident drove for war will have to be t;e-examined and probably discarded
as an historian's personal bias. Neither the President nor his Secretary neglected an opportunity to impress upon succe.ssive Japanese governments that
the United St~tes was willing to examine theirgrievantes. Their conditions
of settlement mounted th~ Allied Cause declined in Europe. ByNovember,
1941, the evidence was ample "from'the tone of ·the intercepts [of Japanese
coded meSSages], from the inflamed statements made in Tokyo, from t,he
~nyielding and drastic nature of the Japanese demands, and from constant
, reports of Japanese military activity" that nothing short of \this Government's capitulation to japan's demands fQr an exclusive sphere in the whole
Far East. would stop her. One may properly ponder whether this a~ject
appeasement would have won the plaudits of the Beard. school.
'
Both oui Vichy and North African policies have been singled out for
:attack and these memoirs attempt a vindication of them. Our main objective was -to keep the Vichy Government ,from exceeding the terms of the"""",armistice with Gerniany. The judicious use of relief supplies for unoccupied
France and economic supplies for French North Africa was our ~in weapon.,

a

as

Britain alternately approved and· disapproved of our stand on Vichy and North
Africa, but the President and I never wavered in adopting and sticking to a consistent p~licy. On the one hand we resisted the emotiopal wave in favor of breaking
with the legal Government at Vichy and recognizing as the Government of France
General de Gaulle's group which as yet had apparently won E:omparatively little
following among the French. And on the other we passed by no opportunity to
show Petain and his group how we felt about any concessions to the Germans, .
while at the same time demonstrating through co!!crete actions what assistance they
might expect from us if they lived within the terms of the armistice.

The former Secretary is satisfied that "the United States cam~ through the
, crisis as the strongest foreign influence in Vichy."
N~ administration can be Insensitive to public opinion in the field of
foreign-affairs and Mr. Roosevelt's was no exception. The vigor of our
,policies before 1941, frequently had to be tempered by the kIiowledge that
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the isolationists were a hardy species, particularly where the League was
concerned. Our action therefore had to be parallel rather thaq. joint. In
the Italo-Ethiopian war the President had to issue the arms embargo prior
to the League's action to avoid the accusation that our steps were dictated
by Geneva. For identical reasons we could not lend our support to the
League in the Russo-Finnish war.
_
President Roosevelt on occasion took the reins from his -Secretary and
thereby brought embarrassment to the latter and confusion to our Allies.
Such was the case when the President, in Mr. Churchill's presence, dropped
a remark at a Casablanca press conference· that we stood for uncondition31
surrender. The postwar planning of the State Department had never
envisioned the Allies taking over all phases of national and local government in the defeated countries. It took a year and a half of three-way conversations to iron out the implications of this "off the cuff" remark. Although
the Nazi propaganda machine made the most o~ the phrase to rally its followers for a last-ditch fight, it is open to question whether Germany would
have yielded earlier had the British formula of "prompt surrender" been
offered them.
•
It is unfortunate for the reader that Mr. Hull does not paint his contemporaries in large lines. With few exceptions his characterizations arerestrained and superficial. He deeply resented the intrusion of his Washington associates outside the Department in the field of foreign affairs. Chief
among the offenders were Morgenthau, Ickes, and Wallace. The diplomatic
efforts of Harry Hopkins are mentioned but not evaluated. Within· the
Department Welles, Moley, and Peek overstepped their jurisdiction and felt
the Secretary's wrath. Abroad Mr. Hull found Churchill "most appro3:ch.
able" and Eden "thoroughly cooperative and broad-minded." Molotov
impressed h~ with "his ability, shrewdness and resourcefulness." He shared
the President's contempt for de Gaulle. In telling Mr. Hull of their meeting
in Casablanca, the President said that
•.• de Gaulle, walking up to him rather stiffly, remarked, "I am Joan of Arc. I am
CIemenceau." Mr. Roosevelt commented pointedly to me on the contrast between
the two characters de Gaulle professed to embody.

<f

Out of his rich experience Mr. Hull bequeaths a political testament
for the guidance of his fellows.
All peace-seeking nations should make every effort without ceasing to prevail
on one another to do teamwork, on a basis of fair deali~gJ equality, mutual respect,
and nonintervention in one another's affairs - with understapding and trust but
without favoritism or appeasement - toward the attainment of the basic principles
of international relations to which they committed themselves in accepting the
Charter of the United Nations.

Mr. Hull's own story is itself an eloquept testimony that these requisites
cannot be produced by mere incantations. The actions of nations bear a .
weight all their own that no verbiage can cover. If one detects a flaccid
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character iIi Mr. Hull's, prescription, let him note that there is included
phrase "without favoritism or appeasement."
,

ALBERT

C. F.

th~,

WESTPHAL

The Indians of the AmeTicas~ by John Collier. New York: W. W. Norton
and Company, 1947· $3.7£;.
Disillusioned with a sick America after World War I, John Collier f~und
4is faith restored by witnessing a functioning' Indian pueblo culture.' His
whole life plan was' changed by this experience at the Pueblo of Taos, New
Mexico, in .the winter of 1922. Here, Mr. Collier found the cure for our
"sick" Western civilization.
The Indian knew the meaning of society as creator of personality and as organizer of man with universe, through many aeons before ever the white man came.
He kept alive, and was made alive by a multiplicity of contrasting sodeties. • • •
The Indian record is the 'bearer of one great message to the world. Through his
society, and only through his society, man experiences greatness; through it, he is
freed from an fear. Those who accept the Indian message and lesson will know how
. intense, even how awful,' is the need for creators and creative effort in the field of
understanding and discovery of nature and meaning of the societies of mankind.

"

However faulty and misguided may be. John Collier's solution gained
from his interpretation of the Indian's cultural experiences, the complete
reorientation he gave the'Indian Service and the fight h~ waged for the
Indian's cause has improyed and brightened the lot of a disillusioned and
downtrodden people. He interested rthousands of people in the Indian's
problem and brought· influence and money to wage relentless war on
Congress.
"
Before Mr. Collier and other friends of the Indians started their fight,
'Indian administration had passed through many phases. These earlier
regimes were all designed. to make the Indian a white man. He was forbidden to use his native language; rebuke and even force were used to tear
him away from his r~ligion and cultUre. Indian educators and missionaries
joined hands to destroy the Indian way of life. Under various pretexts, land
was taken away from him for the gain of the encroaching white man. From
~ the time they were forced into reservations until the middle 1920'S, the In- .
dians were pathetic, disillusioned pensioners of the government. Their
death rate was two to three times the national average. Hampered 'on all
sides by attacks on religion, language, and social. organization, American
Indians viewed the white world With suspicion and a waning spirit. ,
After the Taos. experience, Collier, working with the IndiaIi associations, started his atta~ on Congress.. He killed -bills that would divest the
Indians of more land. He carried,on a relentless fight against the deplorable
Indian'school system, the inadequate health service -.\D .fact, against the
entire diseased Indian Service. Appointed Commissioner of Indian Affairs
in 1933, he launched a consistent, long-range 'program: designed to lift the
Indian from his deplorable state. ~,e new policy sought to restore lands
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for tribal use, to give every tribe the opportunity for self-government, and
to encourage all arts, crafts, languages, and folkways which were discoUraged
-under the earlier system. John Collier's program, carried on by his successor
~fter his resignation in 1945, has given new hope to the Indian and has
started him on a creative path.
Anthropologists and social scientists, <however, while admiring Mr. Col. lier's fight and reforms, will criticize his view of culture and his philosophy
for the world's social be~terment. First of all, Mr. Collier speaks of "societies" rather than "cultures." The social sciences have used consistently
the convenient term "culture" for many years in referring to a people's way
of life; needless confusion is introduced by Mr. Collier's use of the term
"societies."
lohn Collier exalts social (or cultural) pluralism:
Societies exist. They create a people's temperament, the world·view and the
color and structure of personality among their members. They deep-dye the peoples;
and myriad are the patterns. Present.day men are not everywhere the same; men
on the average through recorded time have never been everywhere -the same. This
is because societie~ differ one from the other; they mak~ the man. To individuals
they are nurture, shaper and fate.

While praising cultural diversity, Mr. Collier condemns all Western
cultures. Yet toward American Indian cultures his attitude is one of com- .
plete approval. Is it reasonable to suppose that all Indian cultures aresuperior to Western cultures? In an effort to depict an Indian way of life in
a favorable light, he says of a dance he witnessed at Taos, "... a whole race
of men, before, my eyes, passed into ecstasy through a willed discip~ine,
splendid and fierce... an objectively impassioned discipline. . . ."
Every sincere student of pueblo culture knows that participation in
pueblo ceremonials is not a matter of choice: members ar~ coerced into it.
Unwillingness to follow the ,dictates of the cacique may result in violent punishment or banishment from the village. This is not to condemn a given
pueblo culture or Indian culture as a whole. There are certainly qualities
which are superb, perhaps finer than in other cultures; but an objective
observer cannot be blind to the faults of one group and aware of them in
others.
.-<I,::
There is also the element of change. Cultures are never static. .John
Collier's program aims to'return the Indian to his own native culture. What
does he mean? To a pre-Col,umbian level? Indian cultures of today are the
product of centuries of change; much of that change is post-Columbian.
Under the influence of Western European cultures, the trend seems inevitably to be toward assimilation - racially, linguistically, and culturally. Government administration should help prevent the disorganizing effect of
assimilation and aid the Indians in making satisfactory adjustments between
the old and the new. Indians would then be- set off from other peoples only
as cultural variants which, though distinctive in many ways, participate in
a universal social change.
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John Collier has borne more criticism than any previous commissioner.
His administratio.n has been under coItStant attack since its inception, but
a more vigorous champion for the Indian could hardly have been found.
With ~credible ,energy he completely reorganized the Indian Service and
filled its ranks with experienced, capable administrators. He called upon
science and people of influence to right the wrongs of ages toward the Indian.
In The Indians of the Americas, John Collie!;' reveals his philosophy and
the admiration for Iridian cultures that drove him relentlessly on in his fight.
He traces 'vividly the histoty of the American Indian and exposes boldly
the ruthless treatment of these peoples at the hands of a fumbling government. This book is indispe~able for understanding the drive and energy 'of
this great man and for a clear picture of the Indian moyement..
EDWARD DOZIER

Forts and Forays, by. James A. B(nnett; edited by Clinton E. Brooks and
Frank D. Reeve. Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1948.
$1·75·

'

Never is the flavor of history so strong and fresh as in the hastily scrawled
reactions of a man who was there when it happened. Even at best, retrospective history is' a draWn-out jury trial, overcautious and unnecessarily
minute. With the perspective of many points of view, research can give us
a ghostly facsimile of 'truth, but it cannot touch the drama of 'the raw document.
On November 22, 1849, James Augustus Ben~ett, eighteen-year-old farm
hand from New York State, falsified his age as twenty-one and his name as
Bronson to join the United States Army. Forts and Forays is the transcribed
diary of Bennett, A Dragoon in New ~exico, from his day of enlistment
until August 15, 1856. There was such discrepancy between the glowing
promises:of recruitment and the actualities of the army that of 274 men in
the original detachment, 104 deserted or'died from cholera between New
York and the Missouri River. Bennett watched soldiers "who would not
submit to being almost starved to death" given fifty lashes and branded on ,
the left hip witli the "D" of deserter. In forays agajnst the Apaches, Bennett
subsisted "on horse and mule flesh," and crossed the Manzano Mountains
"barefoot over sharp rocks and' ice~' because his mount was. [t~ starved to
carry him and his boots wore out. "To endure a IQng jou~yl' he wrote,
"get in sight of the Indians, have a spirited action in anticipation, and then
our cowardly old Major from mere personal fear orders a 'Countermarch!' "
Twice Bennett saw officers discipline soldiers with swords.
Soldiering was not entirely frustrating. Bennett saw plenty of action,
and relished it. Here-enlisted, although the fact that the Army discharged
him at Ft. Union with $410 as final pay a~d no transportation, board being
$12 a week in New Mexico and laundry 12~ cents per piece, seems to have
.
influenced his decision.
. The chief worth of this diary lies in its enlisted man's eye-witness'record
I
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of" Army life in New Mexico during the Indian campaigns. The entries are
tantalizingly brief and the reader must glean closely for new facts, but the
R 0 LAN D DIe KEY
spirit of the piece is rewarding.

Rural SociaZ. Organization in a Spanish-American Culture Area, by Sigurd
Johansen. University of New Mexico Publications in Social Sciences
and Philosophy, NO.1. Albuquerque: The University of New Mexico
Press, 1948. $1.50.
This monograph is a revision of a doctoral dissertation accepted by the
University of Wisconsin in 1940 which, until now! has been available only.
in manuscript form. It is a statistical and analytical study of two villages
and six hamlets in Dona Ana County, the data for which were gathered
largely through field work in the communities in the years 1939 and 1940.
Its purpose is to describe the social organization of an area predominantly
inhabited by Spanish-Americans and to analyze the role which various socialcultural processes play in that organization.
The statistical data which Dr. Johansen and his associates laboriously
gathered from 297 of the 306 households in the communities studied are
now somewhat out of date, but his analysis of the social situation in which
the Dona Ana villagers live and the processes which are changing and molding that situation is still valid, although certain important changes have
come about as a result of the forces set in motion by our organization for
World War II. The monograph is admittedly technical and will be of interest chiefly to social scientists, to students of ethnic relations and rural
social organizatio:g., and to workers in related fields. It 'Contains, nevertheless,
much that will be of value to an interested layman seeking an understanding of the conditions under which people live and the inter-relations they
have developed in the rural communities of the Rio Grande Valley.
The University Press is to be commended for its awakening interest in
the field represented by this study. The rural people of New Mexico constitute a population group about which too little is known. Such good
studies as have been made are few in number and, for the most part, remain
unpublished and inaccessible. It is to be hoped that the appearance of Dr.
Johansen's excellent basic study is indicative of a continuing interest which
will serve to make available more of the hitherto unpublished materials on
the Spanish-~peaking people of the Southwest and will stimulate the undertaking of new studies which will add to our understanding of this relatively
neglected population group.
L Y L E SA U N DE R S
Lewis -and Clark, Partners: in Discovery, by John Bakeless. New York:
William Morrow and Company, 1947. $5.00.
The Conquest of the West, by Walter F. McCaleb. New York: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1947· $3·75·
Lewis and Clark, Partners in Discovery takes as its theme the dual
biography of two men who seem to have disagreed on few points other than
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the edibility of dog meat, which Lewis preferred c~vastly to lean Venison or
Elk." Thomas' Jefferson, choosing· wisely .the instruments for his secret
dream of American expansion, took as his private secretary "one of the most
meticulous mortals that' ever lived," Meriwether Lewis, an Army paymaster
who never quite learned how to spell. Red-headed William Clark, who had'
. been an intelligence officer under brilliant "Mad Anthony" Wayne, was
selected by Lewis with Mr. Jefferson's approval. BotH men kept .thorough
and quotable journals of their great expedition up the Missouri and down
the Columbia, Lewis contributing a knowledge of botany, and Clark a flare
for maps.
.
John Bakeless, fully as meticulous as Lewis, has a talent all too rare in
conscientious historians-the man can write. His bibliography is impressive
and cleverly keyed to the book in a satisfying substitute for footnotes. His·
interviews are even more impressive, his maps helpful, and his personal
travel evident. The author never lets the narrative relax its grip, and
seldom strays too far in pursuing anecdotes-the attraction York the Negro
had for the Indians, the tricks of the Newfoundland dog Scannon, the .wisdom of Sacagawea and the wiles of her French coqk husband Charbonneau,
the rough opinions of Sergeant Casso Himself a veteran of two wars, Colonel
Bakeless enjoys examining the structure and operation of the American"
Army in Jefferson's day, turning up m~y ~using points, such as junior
officers wearing .only one epaulet and soldiers powdering their hair for
military uniformity. The book succeeds in the difficult goal of unearthing
fresh material for the specialist while giving the general reader a clear and
entertaining accoUnt of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, its personalities,
contemporary background, and ~chievementsin scienc;e and history.
Walte;r McCaleb's The Conquest of the West falls somewhere between
. a survey and an earnest endeavor to avoid the obvious. The author has
chosen as America's "heroic age" a period demarked by two pfficial ads:
the purchase of New Orleans and Louisiana in 1803' and the ratification, in
1848, of the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. The b_uIk of pagination and the
weight of Dr. McCaleb's interest is so much in favor of the Southwest, particularly the annexation of Texas and th~ pursuit of the Mexican War, that .the
cursory attention to the Northwest seems almost' to· inhibit the narrative.
The author has an· enthusiasm for international and domestic political
intrigue and the circumstantial compulsion of history by "extraneous incident~" Cases in PQint are Jefferson's enmity toward Aaron Burr, the perfidy
of General James Wilkinson,..,and the "filibustering" expeditions into
Spanish territory, of which Zebulon Pike's visit to Santa Fe was an example.
There is an edifying outline of the real and apparent .matters at stake with
the countries conCerned in the Louisiana Purchase; the Oregon question;
and the war with Mexico, but there seems too great a faith in contemporary
newspapers for the direction of the wind The C9nquest'of the West offers
some interesting. leads to the specialist; but the style, except in the Texas
passages, is hardly. compelling enough to hold many readers.
0
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